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Benefits and Technicalities

• Allows authors’ to quickly disseminate their work
• DOI will be assigned to each accepted article
• The DOI will remain unchanged in the published issue
• Paper becomes immediately visible and others can cite articles based on DOI
• Issue and page numbers: Assigned when the article is published in any of the forthcoming issue. DOI will not change

Charges for ONLINE FIRST

• Foreign Authors: EURO 40 or USD 50
• Indian Authors: Rs 3000/
The General Process

Review Process

- Paper Submitted
- Editorial Review
  1st Decision on paper (including plagiarism check)
  First approval for further peer review
- Peer Review
  - Approval by at least two reviewers
  - Check by Editor for Final Recommendation
- Article Accepted
- Paper in forthcoming Articles

Publication Process

- Technical Editing
- Proofreading by Authors
- Published in the Forthcoming Issue

Authors’ don’t opt for Online First
The General Process with Online First

**Review Process**
- Paper Submitted
- Editorial Check
  - 1st Decision on paper (including plagiarism check)
  - First approval for further peer review
- Peer Review
  - Approval by at least two reviewers
  - Check by Editor for final acceptance
- Article Accepted
- Paper in forthcoming Articles

**Publication Process**
- Technical Editing
- Proofreading by Authors
- DOI Assigned
- Paper made Online within a week of Payment
- Published in Forthcoming Issue

**Authors’ opt for Online First**